
Smartshot™ Mugshot Capture 
and Retrieval System:
The first truly affordable, total solution application to
streamline the entire mug shot photo process.

Hunter Systems Group, a leading software

and consulting company for the public and

private safety sectors has taken the guess-

work and complexity out of mug shot cap-

turing. Smartshot™, with its advanced bio-

metric capabilities, is a budget-friendly

system that constantly tracks the subject

on a live screen, framing a perfect shot

each time. The product does all the work

for you, enabling you to meet the exacting

NIST mandates and guidelines while also

expediting the fingerprinting and booking

processes.

This complete out-of-the-box, flexible

solution combines a camera, mounting

hardware, training manual, and environ-

mental instructions on taking and managing

mug shot photos. Smartshot™ seamlessly
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CHANGING TECHNOLOGY FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

> Pose

> Depth of field

> Lighting

> Background

> Exposure

> Aspect Ratio

> Pixel Size

> Colorspace

> Pixel Aspect Ratio

> Compression Algorithm

> File Format 

All NIST guidelines are fully incorporated into and administered 
through IntelliShots:

     



fits into any organization’s existing records

management system or stands alone with

its own state-of-the-art intuitive manage-

ment system. It also aids in the creation of

line up sheets, adding flexibility and innova-

tion to this often tedious work.

Smartshot™ is so easy to use. After setting

up the camera and photo environment for

the first time, the configuration is complete.

There is no need for readjustment or extra

programming ever. And if the subject’s

image strays outside of the pre-set parame-

ters, the live-image system interactively

informs the officer how to remedy it.  

Simple differences in the usual mug shot

collections such as hot spots, distorted

lighting, and alignment issues can affect

the way a victim or witness views the

photo, making it easier for defense attor-

neys to dismiss their clients as suspects.

With uniform, NIST compliant images,

these subjective subtleties no longer

impede the criminal process.  

Find out more about us and our exclusive Identity System by scheduling a demo today.  
Our personalized consulting services and unique product line will amaze your entire force. 

Visit us at www.huntersytemsgroup.com or call 339-793-2888.

> Fits into any department’s budget

> Automatic face tracking

> Ease of use

> NIST compliant

> Live-screen image

> Biometric enabled camera

> Integrates with any RMS

> Best possible photo

> Open standards hardware

> Flexible reporting

> Expedites entire booking process

Biometric features enable 
constant face-tracking for the 
perfect mug shot every time.

SmartShot photos meet the exacting NIST stan-
dards for both frontal mug shots and “identifying
mark” photos

Benefits:


